Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cell cycle checkpoints are the mechanisms by which cells respond to the presence of intrinsic (DNA replication disturbances, oxidative damage, DNA double-stranded breaks) and/or extrinsic (radiation, chemotherapeutic agents, chemicals) stress factors. The G1/S and G2/M checkpoints constitute only a part of a complex system of mechanisms serving to both prevent replication errors and inhibit abnormal mitosis. The mechanisms determining cell cycle development are functionally connected with the system of three S-phase checkpoints, which block mitosis initiation in the case of structural DNA damage (the intra-S-phase checkpoint or DSB-induced replication-independent intra-S-phase checkpoint) or inhibition of its biosynthesis (the replication checkpoint or replication-dependent intra-S-phase checkpoint). The S-M checkpoint (the third type of checkpoint monitoring the S-phase course) ensures that the G2 phase and mitosis can begin after complete genome replication (like the replication checkpoint, the S-M checkpoint depends on DNA replication) (Bartek et al. [@CR6]). The S-phase checkpoints not only slow down or arrest replication forks, but also inhibit the late-firing origins (Alvino et al. [@CR2]). However, if damage is still not repaired, cells can exit S phase and arrest later---at the G2/M transition (reviewed by Bartek et al. [@CR6]).

The exposure of cells to genotoxic stress results in activation of DNA-damage checkpoints that induce delays in various cell cycle phases or cell cycle arrest (Gardner and Burke [@CR20]). Checkpoint kinase 1 (Chk1)---one of distal transducer kinases---is the main component of DNA-damage response (DDR) and plays an essential role in G1/S, the S-phase, G2/M and mitotic spindle checkpoints (Dai and Grant [@CR14] and references therein). In addition, Chk1 regulates the timing and progression of DNA replication forks in unperturbed cell cycles (Maya-Mendoza et al. [@CR42]), preserving the viability of stalled replication forks and---to perform 'the S-phase checkpoint' function---is able to prevent the firing of late origins when early-firing origins are stalled (Feijoo et al. [@CR19]). Chk1 is activated by the proximal transducer kinases related to phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PIKKs): ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related kinase (ATR) and---in a supportive way---ataxia telangiectasia-mutated kinase (ATM). Activated by phosphorylation on serines 317 and 345, Chk1 phosphorylates the Cdc25 phosphatase family members facilitating cell cycle arrest (Liu et al. [@CR39]; Löffler et al. [@CR40]). Under physiological conditions, Chk1 shows either nuclear or centrosomal localization to prevent premature mitosis. Cytotoxic drug-induced autophosphorylation and changes in cellular location of Chk1 are essential for its full activation (Clarke and Clarke [@CR12]; Löffler et al. [@CR41]). Moreover, mitotic Chk1 phosphorylation is connected with translocation of Chk1 from the nucleus to the cytoplasm in prophase (Enomoto et al. [@CR16]). In response to replication stress, however, Chk1 is not only activated, but it also triggers the ubiquitin-dependent destruction rendered therapy where the anticancer therapeutic agent proves inadequate (Merry et al. [@CR43]; Zhang et al. [@CR74]; Zhou and Bartek [@CR75]).

In turn, DNA double-stranded breaks activate the molecular system, in which ATM kinase is a superior element. The effector factors of this kinase are also used in the second parallel pathway, in which ATR kinase fulfils sensory and transmitter functions. The pathway subject to ATR kinase shows first of all the ability to react to the replication fork function disturbances. These can result from endogenous interactions, chemotherapy or experimental treatments leading to the inhibiting or disturbance of replication processes by the inhibition effect of hydroxyurea (HU), ultraviolet radiation (UV) or DNA alkylating methylmethanesulfonate (MMS). Both biochemical pathways function according to the following schemes: DNA double-stranded breaks (DSB) → ATM → Chk2 and the replication block → ATR → Chk1. In each of these, Cdc25 phosphatase is the target substrate (Guo et al. [@CR26]). Histone H2A variant H2AX is rapidly phosphorylated on serine 139 \[by ATM protein kinase (Chanoux et al. [@CR11]), by ATR protein kinase and/or by DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK; reviewed in Podhorecka et al. [@CR52])\]. ATM phosphorylates H2AX in response to the induction of DNA double-strand breaks caused by ionizing radiation, UV-light and hydroxyurea-mediated replication arrest (Halicka et al. [@CR28]; Rogakou et al. [@CR55]). ATR phosphorylates H2AX in response to DNA single-stranded breaks and during replication fork arrest (Ward and Chen [@CR69]). DNA-PK phosphorylates H2AX in response to apoptotic-like DNA fragmentation (Mukherjee et al. [@CR45]). Within minutes following DSBs induction, Ser139-phosphorylated H2AX accumulates in the vicinity of the sites of DNA damage, forming fluorescent foci (Riesterer et al. [@CR54]; Rogakou et al. [@CR55]; Rybaczek and Maszewski [@CR56]).

More recently, a cell wall morphology checkpoint and a morphogenesis checkpoint have been identified as checkpoints (activated during replication stress) which also monitor the perturbation of tubulin and actin. In budding yeast, the morphogenesis checkpoint and the DNA-damage checkpoint involve septins as GTP/GDP-binding proteins that sense and transmit the status of cytoskeleton organization to cell cycle connected proteins in the nucleus (Kinoshita and Takeda [@CR34]; Petretti et al. [@CR51]; and reviewed in Enserink et al. [@CR17]). Moreover, the spindle checkpoint can be activated in response to extensive chromosome damage during mitosis (Rieder et al. [@CR53]). Generally, various checkpoint mechanisms ensure the high fidelity of DNA replication, DNA repair, chromosome alignment and, finally, division of nucleus and cytoplasm.

Under physiological conditions, cells do not initiate mitosis until DNA synthesis has been completed (Hartwell and Weinert [@CR29]). However, a number of inhibitors may induce premature chromosome condensation (PCC) in the presence of incompletely replicated or damaged DNA by overriding the S-M checkpoint. The prematurely condensed chromosomes show pulverization due to the presence of unreplicated regions of DNA.

The results of studies performed hitherto on initiation of premature mitosis have shown that depending on the course of this process, the structure and functions of the division spindle apparatus being formed can be subject to significant change. Rearrangement of cytoskeleton during PCC induction concerns mainly the organization of chromosomes and their relation with spindle microtubules. Depending on the research model and the type of PCC inducing factor, the following events were observed: (1) proper formation of spindle, with which chromosomes remained in a functional relation, while chromatin fibers fixed to centromeres migrated to poles (root meristems of *Allium cepa*; Sen and Ghosh [@CR62]); (2) the displacement of dislodged kinetochores along the spindle filaments (division apparatus in CHO cells; Brinkley et al. [@CR9]); (3) the formation of bipolar spindle deprived of interaction with chromosomes (BHK cells, PCC induction with the use of 2-aminopurine; Andreassen and Margolis [@CR5]); (4) a lack of spindle formation in HeLa cells treated with okadaic acid (Ghosh et al. [@CR22]) and also due to the fusion of interphase and mitotic HeLa cells (Ghosh and Paweletz [@CR21]); (5) structurally and functionally abnormal spindle during PCC induction after the fusion of thymocyte nuclei (Szollosi et al. [@CR65]).

In the present article, we describe Chk1 and H2AX phosphorylation after the use of both phosphatase and protein kinase inhibitors in HeLa cells arrested in the S-phase. We combined either the S-phase arrested cells or chemically induced premature chromosome condensation with serine 317 of Chk1 kinase phosphorylation status. Experiments were designed to facilitate investigation of the relationship between the quantities of HeLa cells induced to enter premature condensation of chromosomes after caffeine, 2-aminopurine, staurosporine and sodium metavanadate treatments and the extent of drug-induced phosphorylation of H2AX histones. HeLa cells were exposed to the above drugs alone or in combination with hydroxyurea. Furthermore, we decided to determine the action of these inhibitors on the cell cytoskeleton network by performing immunostaining of actin and tubulin.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Cell lines {#Sec3}
----------

HeLa (human cervical epidermoid carcinoma) cells were grown as monolayers in RPMI1640 medium (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS (Gibco, BRL, Paisley) and antibiotics (100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin, Polfa, Tarchomin, Warsaw, Poland) at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO~2~. One hour before treatment, the medium was removed, and cells were washed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and then the cell medium was replaced with the one free of antibiotics.

Chemicals and drugs {#Sec4}
-------------------

Hydroxyurea (HU, 2.5 mM; 10 mM), sodium metavanadate (Van, 200 μM), and staurosporine (ST, 200 nM) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Caffeine (CF, 5 mM) was supplied by Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), 2-aminopurine (2-AP, 10 mM) was obtained from ICN Biomedicals (Eschwege, Germany). HeLa cells were incubated with the above chemicals and drugs, which were dissolved in DMSO, but the final solvent concentration in the medium did not exceed 0.1%. For micronucleus assays some cells were incubated with DMSO at 0.1% as a control to assess the appearance of micronuclei in untreated (control) HeLa cells. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).

HeLa cells treatments (replication stress, induction of premature chromosome condensation, and the micronucleus test) {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HeLa cells were blocked with either 2.5 mM or 10 mM hydroxyurea (the S-phase arrest) for 24 h. For recovery test in the micronucleus assays, the above chemicals were replaced with a fresh medium for 9 h (in the case of 8 h recovery, a higher frequency of anaphase bridges was formed and this was the reason to repeat the experiments for a recovery time extended to 9 h). For the analyses connected with PCC induction series were selected, in which HeLa cells were blocked with the use of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea. The cells synchronized with the use of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea were then treated for additional 8 h with (1) 5 mM caffeine, (2) 10 mM 2-aminopurine, (3) 200 nM staurosporine, (4) 200 μM sodium metavanadate, and (5) either 2.5 mM hydroxyurea or 5 mM caffeine, (6) either 2.5 mM hydroxyurea or 10 mM 2-aminopurine, (7) either 2.5 mM hydroxyurea or 200 nM staurosporine, as well as (8) either 2.5 mM hydroxyurea or 200 μM sodium metavanadate. The quantification of premature mitosis and scoring of the MN frequency were determined by counterstaining with DAPI (0.1 mg/ml; 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Quentin, France) for 5 min at room temperature. The cells were observed using an Optiphot-2 fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Warsaw, Poland) equipped with UV-2A filter (UV-light; *λ* = 518 nm). All images were recorded at exactly the same time of integration with a DXM 1200 CCD (Nikon, Warsaw, Poland) camera.

Antibodies {#Sec6}
----------

Immunocytochemical detection of both total and phosphorylated at Ser317 form of Chk1 was performed using rabbit polyclonal antibodies purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA). Rabbit polyclonal antibodies specific to phospho-H2AX(Ser139) were purchased from Upstate Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY, USA). Bound primary antibodies were detected in both cases, with secondary goat anti-rabbit fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled antibody (ICN Biomedicals, Eschwege, Germany). Anti-rabbit IgG (AP-linked) antibody was used for immunoblotting (Cell Signaling Technology Danvers, MA, USA). Mouse monoclonal antibody to β-tubulin and secondary goat anti-mouse FITC-conjugated antibody were from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Quentin, France). Actin was stained by phalloidin coupled to rhodamine (mixed isomers from *Amanita phalloides* from Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) at 50 μg/ml, after fixation in 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered with PBS.

Western blot analysis {#Sec7}
---------------------

Proteins were extracted using TriPure Isolation Reagent (Roche Diagnostics Corporation, Indianapolis, IN, USA) according to the instructions of the manufacturer. Total protein concentrations in the cell lysates were determined using *Ultrospec 110 pro* (Amersham Biosciences, Austria). Western blot analysis was carried out by separating protein extracts on 7% polyacrylamide-SDS gel and blotting onto a nitrocellulose membrane (φ 0.45 μm, *Schleicher & Schüell*, Germany). Signals were visualized with of NBT/BCIP (Nitro blue tetrazolium chloride/5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate, toluidine salt, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Quentin, France) as substrates. The β-tubulin protein was used as an internal control.

Immunofluorescence {#Sec8}
------------------

HeLa cells were grown in 8-well tissue culture plates containing sterile coverslips and treated as indicated in the figure legends. For immunocytochemical detection of phospho-Chk1(Ser317), phospho-H2AX(Ser139), and β-tubulin, HeLa cells were fixed for 15 min in 4% formaldehyde buffered with PBS. The cells were pre-treated in a blocking buffer (10% horse serum, 1% bovine serum albumin; BSA, 0.02% NaN~3~, 1× PBS) for 1 h at room temperature to minimize the non-specific adsorption of the antibodies to the coverslip, and were incubated overnight in a humidified atmosphere (4°C) with primary antibody. Polyclonal antibody to phospho-Chk1 (Ser317) was used at 1:500, polyclonal antibody to phospho-H2AX (Ser139) was used at 1:750, and β-tubulin was detected with a monoclonal antibody at a 300-fold dilution. The cells were washed three times (5 min each) with PBS/0.2% Triton X-100 (PBT). Secondary antibodies, including FITC-conjugated goat anti-rabbit (for Chk1 and H2AX), and goat anti-mouse antibodies (anti-β-tubulin), were used at 1:1000 for 1 h at room temperature in the dark. Next, they were washed three times with PBT (5 min each) and then for 5 min in PBS. DNA was detected by incubation with 0.2 μg/ml propidium iodide (PI; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) in PBS for 5 min. The cells were embedded in PBS/glycerol mixture (9:1) with 2.3% DABCO (diazabicyclo \[2.2.2\] octane; Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Quentin, France). Observations were made using an Optiphot-2 fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Warsaw, Poland) equipped with B-2A filter (*λ* = 450--490 nm) for FITC, and with G-2A filter (*λ* = 518 nm) for propidium iodide. Phase-contrast images of cells grown inside a 37°C, 5% CO~2~ chamber were obtained using an Optiphot-2 fluorescence microscope (Nikon, Warsaw, Poland). Negative control sections incubated with non-immune serum in place of primary antibodies were free from immunostaining (data not shown; explanation: these negative control sections gave bright propidium iodide signals but completely lacked fluorescence in the wavelength corresponding either to anti-H2AX or anti-Chk1, both FITC-conjugated). Image data were collected at exactly the same time of integration with a DXM 1200 CCD (Nikon, Warsaw, Poland) camera. Images were processed and arranged using Adobe Photoshop CS5 (Adobe, San Jose, CA).

Statistical analysis {#Sec9}
--------------------

Statistical analyses were performed by means of STATISTICA 8.0 PL software (StatSoft INC, Tulsa, Oklahoma). All data were expressed as mean ± SD. Differences between groups were assessed by the non-parametric Mann--Whitney *U* test (for impaired data) and Kruskal--Wallis test; *t* Student test was used for data normally distributed. A probability *P* \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Means values of the number of micronucleus (MN) per 1000 cells were calculated for significance among both HU concentration tested and the DMSO control.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

Caffeine, 2-aminopurine, staurosporine and sodium metavanadate can induce premature chromosome condensation in HeLa cells: addition of HU enhances this phenomenon {#Sec100}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The HeLa-MN test (determining the frequencies of micronuclei in interphase HeLa cells after treatment with 2.5 or 10 mM HU, and 9 h post-treatment with fresh medium) was used for the identification of appropriate HU concentration for further investigations (which concerned the effectiveness of the selected HU concentration that blocked replication and increased the effectiveness of PCC induction with minimal side effects). We presented the results of our observations as the number of micronuclei per 1,000 cells. The scoring criteria for MN were developed for experiments with mammalian cells as described by Tolbert et al. ([@CR66]). A positive result occurred when the chromatin intensity and staining pattern were judged similar to that of the main nucleus, and when the MN was contained within the same cytoplasm as the main nucleus (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A\[f\]). In a control series, micronuclei in a quantity of 1.1 ± 0.56 were observed. After 24 h incubation in 2.5 mM HU and 9 h post-incubation in a medium containing no HU, the number of micronuclei increased to 3.4 ± 1.16. Incubation in HU solution with a higher concentration (10 mM) significantly increased the formation of micronuclei in terms of 1,000 cells (4.5 ± 1.42). Finally, it was decided that in the study on PCC induction, 2.5 mM HU would be used in HeLa cells; among other reasons this was because 2.5 mM HU appeared to be effective in blocking cells in the S-phase (mitotic index: 0.3%, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B) with only a relatively small adverse effect on the DNA structure, examined via light phase-contrast microscopy as well as under a fluorescence microscope after staining with DAPI and/or propidium iodide (numerical data are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C).Fig. 1**A** Normal mitotic HeLa cell (*a*). The major categories of PCC phenotype: S-PCC (*b*), G2-PCC (*c*), and chromosome segregation defects (*d*). Representative nucleus displaying signs of apoptosis (*e*). HeLa cells treated with hydroxyurea were stained with DAPI dye for DNA. Micronucleus formation (f; arrows), were found significantly increased in comparison with the control. Scale bars = 10 μm. (**B**) Mitotic indices (%) and % of cell nuclei displaying signs of apoptosis evaluated for HeLa cells (the cells were treated as described in the figure legend). (**C**) Quantification of PCC phenotypes in HeLa cells

During the main series of tests concerned with PCC induction, HeLa cells were subjected to 24 h of HU followed by 8 h of PCC inductors as the mechanism of action of the chemical used allowed some of the blocked cells to override the S-phase checkpoints and, thus, to advance aberrant mitotic division. The following agents appeared to be PCC inductors: caffeine (CF, methyloxantine disturbing the molecular organization of the S-M checkpoint, which is known as a broad-spectrum nonspecific inhibitor of ATR/ATM); 2-aminopurine (2-AP), an inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK); staurosporine (ST) an ATP-competitive kinase inhibitor, related to protein C kinase; as well as sodium metavanadate (Van), an agent retarding the catalytic properties of phosphatases, including phosphatase of the cdc25 type as a main CDK activator (Bezrookove et al. [@CR7]; Ghosh et al. [@CR24]; Gotoh and Durante [@CR25]; Laredo et al. [@CR38]; Steinmann et al. [@CR64]; Wang et al. [@CR68]; Zhang et al. [@CR72]).

The following PCC symptoms were observed: (1) irregular condensation of chromatin in prophase, (2) fragmentation of chromosomes, (3) disturbances in their metaphase system, (4) lost and lagging chromatids and chromosomes during anaphase, and (5) segregation defects observed later at telophase (comp. Ghosh et al. [@CR23]; Krause et al. [@CR35]; Nghiem et al. [@CR46]; Riesterer et al. [@CR54]; Rybaczek et al. [@CR58]). Chemically induced PCC comprised only a small portion of the population of cells blocked previously in S-phase by the 24 h effect of 2.5 mM HU (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The causes of selective PCC induction are unknown but a similar phenomenon has also been observed in HeLa cells undergoing PCC under the influence of okadaic acid (Ghosh et al. [@CR24]) as well as in plant cells (*Allium cepa*, Sen and Ghosh [@CR62]; and *Vicia faba* meristems, Rybaczek et al. [@CR58]). Depending on the fragmentation degree of chromosomes forced to undergo premature mitosis, two types of PCC phenotypes were distinguished for prophase, prometaphase and metaphase figures: (1) S-PCC (with numerous fragmentations without chromatid-like pairs elements, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A\[b\]) and (2) G2-PCC (with a relatively small number of breakpoints: \<20, leading to the losses of relatively large fragments of chromosomes during anaphase, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A\[c\]). Additionally, we observed chromosome segregation defects (chromosomal bridges and lagging chromosomes, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A\[d\]) during anaphase (comp. Krause et al. [@CR35]; Nghiem et al. [@CR46]; Rybaczek et al. [@CR58]). Not surprisingly, micronuclei were observed as a consequence of incorrect chromosome segregation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A\[f\]). On the other hand, for nuclei, where the damage appeared to be widespread (probably also from the part of PCC population of the S-PCC phenotype), apoptotic type changes were initiated (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A\[e\]); see also the list of numerical data from Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B (black bars, % of apoptosis) and from Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C (black rectangles, % of nuclei of S-PCC phenotype). The effectiveness of each of the inhibitors used as PCC inductors is not identical (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Taking into account the percentage of cell numbers showing PCC symptoms (calculated as the sum: S-PCC + G2-PCC + segregation defects), their effectiveness can be presented in a diminishing series: HU/ST (9.7%) \> HU/Van (9.5%) \> HU/CF (7.9%) \> HU/2-AP (7.2%) \> ST (5.1%) \> Van (3.7%) \> CF (3.2%) \> 2-AP (2.1%). This series indicates that the strongest synergic influence on PCC induction is exerted by the combination of staurosporine (ST), an inhibitor of protein kinases, with hydroxyurea (HU), which inhibits DNA replication by depleting dNTP pools. The comparison of the effects of individual drugs and their combination with HU shows that the addition of HU considerably enhances PCC symptoms (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). These results are consistent with previous reports on the effects of HU with both phosphatase and protein kinase inhibitors on the PCC induction in *Vicia faba* cells (Rybaczek et al. [@CR58]).

A suggested model for the hydroxyurea-induced checkpoint signaling and modulation by caffeine, 2-aminopurine, staurosporine, and sodium metavanadate is presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2A model for the hydroxyurea-induced checkpoint signaling and modulation by caffeine, 2-aminopurine, staurosporine and sodium metavanadate. The mechanisms connected with the S-phase checkpoints are set in motion under the conditions of replication stress \[under the influence of hydroxyurea (HU), an inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR)\], which results in the phosphorylation of Chk1 kinase by superior kinases: ATM and ATR. The activated Chk1 can inactivate Cdc25C phosphatase by phosphorylation on Ser216, which results in the inhibition of Cdc2 activation and G2/M passages (*orange* pathway). Caffeine (CF), 2-aminopurine (2-AP), staurosporine (ST) and sodium metavanadate (Van) induce the premature condensation of chromosomes (PCC), most probably by omitting the mechanism that blocks Cdc25 phosphatase and Cdk1/cyclin B complex (*red* and *blue* pathways)

Both S-phase arrest and loss of S-M dependency are related to the changes in phosphorylation of Chk1^S317^ {#Sec101}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The results of Western blot test with the use of antibodies recognizing total protein and Chk1 kinase phosphorylated on serine 317 showed a strong increase in the amount of total Chk1 and twofold increase (in comparison with the control band on the same blot) of the active form of this enzyme in protein extracts obtained from HeLa cells blocked in S-phase under the influence of hydroxyurea (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, b). The analyses performed (ANOVA calculated by means of Kruskal--Wallis' test) point to the statistical significance of the results obtained \[Chk1 total: *H* = 60.2, *P* \< 0.001; control/2.5 mM HU *P* \< 0.001; control/10 mM HU *P* \< 0.001; Chk1-P (Ser317): H = 51.9, *P* \< 0.001; control/2.5 mM HU *P* \< 0.001; control/10 mM HU *P* = 0.000001\] (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 3Expression levels of the total and phosphorylated Chk1 protein kinase at Ser317 by Western blot analysis (**a**). Data shown are representative of three independent experiments. The relative levels of Chk1 (total) and Chk1-P (Ser317) after normalization for β-tubulin, as determined by densitometry analysis of the bands, are shown in the histogram (**b**; the pixel values \[*pv*; 1--255\] categorized according to densitometry analysis of the bands intensities and expressed in arbitrary units \[*a.u.*\]). *Columns,* mean from three independent experiments; *bars,* SD. \* *P* \< 0.001, compared with control (Mann--Whitney *U* test; *U* = 0); *filled diamond*, *P* \< 0.001, compared with control (Mann--Whitney *U* test; *U* = 18.5); *filled square*, *P* \< 0.001, compared control (Mann--Whitney *U* test; *U* = 71.5)

These results support a model in which, under normal cell cycle conditions and in the absence of DNA damage, HeLa cells have constitutively phosphorylated Chk1 preventing premature mitosis. Our results show that 9% of control HeLa cells had a basal level of Chk1^S317^ immunofluorescence (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a--a′ and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). However, the intensity of this phosphorylation was weak (about 8%; Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a--a′ and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b; comp. Schmitt et al. [@CR61]).Fig. 4Micrographic pictures showing the intranuclear localization of phospho-Chk1^S317^ in HeLa cells; control (*a*--*a*′), a negative control section incubated with secondary antibodies only (*b*--*b*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea (*c*--*c*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 10 mM hydroxyurea (*d*--*d*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with 5 mM caffeine (*e*--*e*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 5 mM caffeine (*f*--*f*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with 10 mM 2-aminopurine (*g*--*g*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 10 mM 2-aminopurine (*h*--*h*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with 200 nM staurosporine (*i*--*i*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 200 nM staurosporine (*j*--*j*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with 200 μM sodium metavanadate (*k*--*k*′), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 200 μM sodium metavanadate (*l*--*l*′). Scale bar = 10 μmFig. 5**a** Immunolabeling indices (%) estimated for HeLa cells stained with anti-Chk1^S317^ antibodies. *Columns,* mean from five independent experiments; *bars,* SD. \* *P* = 0.009, compared with control (Mann--Whitney tests); ^\#^ *P* = 0.009, compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests); ^&^ *P* = 0.03, compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests). **b** Quantification of anti-Chk1^S317^ pixel intensity per cell. *Columns,* mean from at least 108 cells per sample taken from five independent experiments; *bars,* SD. \* *P* \< 0.01, compared with control (Mann--Whitney tests); ^+^ *P* \< 0.001, compared with control (Mann--Whitney tests); ^\#^ *P* \< 0.01 compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests); ^&^ *P* = 0.000215, compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests); ^\$^ *P* = 0.000038 compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests)

Here, we also report that Chk1 was phosphorylated at Ser317 during normal mitosis (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The fraction of control cells undergoing mitotic division constitutes about 2.5% (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Since all mitotic cells in the control are marked with antibodies that recognize Chk1 kinase phosphorylated on Ser317, the constitutive phosphorylation level of Chk1 kinase, denoted with a white bar in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, combines the population of interphase and mitotic nuclei. Mitotic phosphorylation of Chk1^S317^ is associated with the translocation of phosphorylated Chk1 from the nucleus to the cytoplasm during prometaphase to anaphase (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a--c′′; comp. Enomoto et al. [@CR16]; Peddibhotla et al. [@CR50]). The labeling pattern in the form of large brightly fluorescing foci is characteristic of telophase nuclei and nuclei from the post-telophase \[early G1 phase (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}d--d′′)\]. Surprisingly, not only foci size but also their number increases in telophase in comparison with the nuclei of prophase, metaphase and anaphase cells (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Also a strong but homogeneous labeling is shown by the total population of apoptotic nuclei (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}e--e′′).Fig. 6The mitotic, post-mitotic and apoptotic Chk1^S317^ phosphorylation patterns in HeLa cells after caffeine-induced PCC. Prophase (*a*--*a*′′), metaphase (*b*--*b*′′), anaphase (*c*--*c*′′), post-telophase (*d*--*d*′′), apoptosis (*e*--*e*′′). Scale bar = 10 μm

HeLa cells were collected in the S-phase by exposure to hydroxyurea (HU), an inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase. The cell cycle arrest in response to HU was documented by using a fluorescence microscope which showed that arrested nuclei revealed Chk1^S317^-positive signals (above 60% and 80% after 24 h incubation-period with 2.5 mM and 10 mM HU, respectively). The effect of HU was dose-dependent (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c--c′, d--d′ and Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). We observed rapidly enhanced fluorescence intensity of Chk1 after HU treatment (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b), in comparison with control. This result suggests that the greater activation of Chk1 in HU-treated HeLa cells may play an essential role in response to S-phase checkpoint activation.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the effect of both protein kinase and protein phosphatase inhibitors on the S-M checkpoint abrogation in HeLa cells. In this way, we examined the functional importance of S-M dependency. We found that HeLa cells were able to override the S-M checkpoint, related to the observed decrease in Chk1^S317^ phosphorylation (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e--l′, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). This phenomenon of breaking the S-M dependency was induced after treatment of HeLa cells with CF, 2-AP, ST, Van and, also, after combined treatment of the above chemicals with 2.5 mM HU (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). In HeLa cells treated for 24 h with 2.5 mM HU and then post-incubated in all the chemical solutions described above, the number of Chk1^S317^-positive cells (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a) and the intensity of fluorescence of Chk1^S317^ (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) were significantly higher compared to the control. As shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, an association was found between the control and the following experimental series: HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van (Kruskal--Wallis *H* test signed rank: *P* = 0.01) and for HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van (*P* = 0.0028). It is noteworthy that sodium metavanadate (acts as alone, i.e. HU → Van) and either 2-AP or ST, (i.e. HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST) were the most effective for inducing Chk1 phosphorylation (for Van: *P* = 0.01; for 2-AP: *P* = 0.006; for ST: *P* = 0.05). An association was also found between the 2.5 mM HU and the following experimental series HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van (*P* = 0.017) and for HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van (*P* = 0.01). Caffeine was the most effective agent for reducing of Chk1^S317^ phosphorylation (*P* = 0.023; see Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). All correlations pertaining to Chk1 intensity per cell (showed in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) were significant (*P* \< 0.001 for all experimental series reported herein).

During chemically induced checkpoint overriding, the cell nuclei were unable either to finish the S-phase or to execute DNA repair following G2 phase, resulting in PCC induction and commencement of the earliest stages of apoptosis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}e-e′′). We observed that CF, ST and Van were highly potent inhibitors frequently leading to apoptosis after PCC induction. Similar results were obtained by Niida and Nakanishi ([@CR47]) and Shimizu and et al. ([@CR63]). In this context, Chk1 has been shown to inactivate the Cdc25C and Cdc25A phosphatases by phosphorylation, resulting in the accumulation of tyrosine 15-phosphorylated Cdc2 (Niida and Nakanishi [@CR47]) followed then by "inappropriate" activation of Cdc2-promoted apoptosis (Shimizu et al. [@CR63]).

Treatment with HU leads to increased H2AX phosphorylation, addition of PCC inductors suppresses the formation of phospho-H2AX foci {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HeLa cells exposed to the long-lasting prolonged incubation with either 2.5 mM HU or 10 mM HU exhibited phospho-H2AX fluorescence (Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a--c). Generally, HU-induced fluorescent foci spread throughout the whole area of nucleoplasm, but phospho-H2AX immunostaining after 10 mM HU treatment was additionally represented by nuclear pan-staining (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Either labeling indices and mean number of fluorescent foci or the intensity of fluorescence were significantly elevated in a dose-dependent manner in the HU-treated cells compared to control (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a--c). Compared to untreated HeLa cells, in the case of the fraction of H2AX-positive cells in series exposed for 24 h to 2.5 mM/10 mM HU, increased nearly 60/70 times (labeling index), 40/60 times (mean number of foci) and above 100 times (H2AX intensity per cell), respectively (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a--c). However, about 1% of control cells also revealed weak phospho-H2AX fluorescence (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Our studies showed that a significant level of Ser139 phosphorylation in histone H2AX occurred in HeLa cells treated for 24 h with 2.5 mM HU and then transferred either to water-based solutions inducing PCC (e.g. HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van) or into the mixtures of 2.5 mM HU and above regulators of key enzymes of the cell cycle (e.g. HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van). In all the above-described experimental sequences, the number of H2AX-positive cells (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a) and the mean number of H2AX foci (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b) were found to be significantly higher compared to the control. As shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, an association was found between the control and the following experimental series: HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van (Kruskal--Wallis *H* test signed rank: *P* = 0.0196) and for HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van (*P* = 0.009). It is noteworthy that sodium metavanadate (alone or in combination with hydroxyurea) was most effective for inducing the formation of phosphorylated H2AX (*P* = 0.01). An association also was found between the 2.5 mM HU and the following experimental series HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van (*P* = 0.0196) and for HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van (*P* = 0.01; see Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a). The quantity of foci was significantly higher than those in the control (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b). An association was found between the control and the following experimental series: HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van (*P* = 0.024) and for HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van (*P* = 0.01). Most effective for the production of H2AX-foci was either sodium metavanadate (*P* = 0.01 for: HU → Van; and *P* = 0.046 for HU → HU + Van) or staurosporine (*P* = 0.03 for: HU → HU + ST; see Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). An association was also found between the 2.5 mM HU and the following experimental series HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van (*P* = 0.024). Kruskal--Wallis *H* test signed rank for HU → HU + CF, HU → HU + 2-AP, HU → HU + ST, HU → HU + Van was at *P* = 0.017 (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b). All the other correlations (showed in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}c) were significant (*P* \< 0.001 for all experimental series reported herein).Fig. 7Micrographic pictures showing the intranuclear localization of phospho-H2AX^S139^ in HeLa cells. Scale bar = 10 μmFig. 8**a** Immunolabeling indices (%) estimated for HeLa cells stained with anti-H2AX^S139^ antibodies. *Columns*, mean from three independent experiments; *bars*, SD. \* *P* = 0.049, compared with control (Mann--Whitney tests); ^\#^ *P* = 0.049, compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests). **b** Mean number of intranuclear phospho-H2AX foci generated in HeLa cells. *Columns*, mean from at least 300 cells per sample taken from three independent experiments; *bars*, SD. \* *P* = 0.049, compared with control (Mann--Whitney tests); ^\#^ *P* = 0.049, compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests). **c** Quantification of anti-H2AX^S139^ pixel intensity per cell. *Columns*, mean from at least 106 cells per sample taken from three independent experiments; *bars*, SD. \* *P* \< 0.01, compared with control (Mann--Whitney tests); ^\#^ *P* \< 0.01, compared with 2.5 mM HU (Mann--Whitney tests); *filled diamond*, *P* \< 0.01, compared with 2.5 mM HU (*t* tests with Cochran-Cox correction); *filled square*, *P* \< 0.001 compared with 2.5 mM HU (*t* tests on log-transformed values, which were normally distributed)

The level of H2AX phosphorylation as well as the mean number of H2AX foci were reduced in HeLa cells incubated with the above chemicals without HU (i.e. HU → CF, HU → 2-AP, HU → ST, HU → Van), as compared with the cells treated with 2.5 mM HU for 24 h. We also observed a significant decrease in labeling indices and the mean number of foci during simultaneous treatment with CF (HU → HU + CF) and 2-AP (HU → HU + 2-AP) in comparison with that treated with 2.5 mM HU for 24 h (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a--b), which was due to the mechanism of action of these inhibitors \[e.g. caffeine inhibits the checkpoint kinase ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated) that phosphorylates H2AX in response to DNA damage; Rybaczek et al. [@CR58] and references therein\].

We therefore assessed the effect of CF, 2-AP, ST and Van on the induction of phospho-H2AX foci in interphase HeLa cells or in HeLa cells committed to enter PCC. Immunocytochemistry using anti-phospho-H2AX antibodies shows that the above-mentioned chemicals may promote the formation of phospho-H2AX foci in a population of interphase cells (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}) and in mitotic cells (the mean number of phospho-H2AX foci observed in PCC-like anaphases was scored only in those series in which PCC was induced exclusively by the influence of PCC inductor, i.e., in the absence of HU. The following numerical values were obtained: 4.4 ± 1.01 for 2-AP; 2.8 ± 0.56 for CF; 2.4 ± 0.29 for Van; 1.5 ± 1.1 for ST). In interphase HeLa cells, phospho-H2AX accumulated at discrete fluorescent foci spread throughout the whole area of nucleoplasm, without height tendency at the region of euchromatin or heterochromatin (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of phospho-H2AX foci in the mitotic figures (PCC-like anaphases) indicated that cells were proliferating despite the presence of double-stranded breaks within DNA molecules (An et al. [@CR4]; Ha et al. [@CR27]; Huang et al. [@CR32]; Rybaczek et al. [@CR57]).

Chemically induced tubulin and actin rearrangements concerning mainly the fraction of interphase nuclei: PCC-like mitoses was observed {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Immunocytochemical tests of the microtubule system with the use of antibodies directed against β-tubulin and staining actin filaments with rhodamine-labeled phalloidin were performed to determine the character of changes in cytoskeleton under the conditions of replication stress and after the use of various PCC inductors. The tests showed that, as a result of PCC induction, the organization of cytoskeleton structures in HeLa cells did not significantly change, while the division spindle being formed was functional, which was also confirmed indirectly by the observation of all the stages of mitotic division (from prophase through prometaphase and metaphase until the division of chromosomes in anaphase and their decondensation in telophase; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). The use of fluorescein-marked antibodies directed against β-tubulin revealed that the number of microtubules constituting the main element of the structural--functional organization of division spindle was only slightly lower in PCC-type cells than that of control cells (data not shown).

Microtubules (MTs) form a dynamic network that plays a crucial role in all of the cellular changes, cell polarity and intracellular traffic. When cycling cells enter mitosis, the interphase microtubules rearrange into a mitotic spindle that is responsible for proper chromosome segregation during cell division (Wittmann et al. [@CR70]). We used immunofluorescence tests to localize β-tubulin (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}A). In interphase control cells, MTs emanate from one point and are distributed throughout the entire cytoplasm (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}A\[a\]). This pattern was not dramatically altered upon incubation with inhibitors: CF, 2-AP and ST (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}\[c--e\]). We observed the extension of MTs and unusual MT-curling following HU treatment (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}A\[b\]). However, the most visible changes within the interphase microtubule architecture was revealed using Van: the bundling-type organization of MTs could then be seen (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}\[f\]). Our results are in agreement with the data presented by Meyer and et al. ([@CR44]) and Schepis et al. ([@CR60]) who reported that during the course of Vaccinia Virus infection actin underwent microtubule-dependent rearrangements. The results of the analyses described here show that regulation of both actin and tubulin morphology is an essential part of the DNA-damage stress response pathway. The tests performed by Ghosh et al. ([@CR24]) with the help of a HeLa cell model revealed that cells simultaneously treated with okadaic acid (OA) and staurosporine did not show a cytoskeletal rearrangement typical of normal mitotic cells approaching prophase, and thus these cells did not exhibit premature mitosis. However, HeLa cells treated only with OA or only with fostriecin seemed to induce either the cytoskeletal rearrangement or premature mitosis.Fig. 9**A** Organization of the cellular microtubule network in HeLa cells; control (*a*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea or with 10 mM hydroxyurea (*b*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 5 mM caffeine or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 5 mM caffeine (*c*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 10 mM 2-aminopurine or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 10 mM 2-aminopurine (*d*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 200 nM staurosporine or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 200 nM staurosporine (*e*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 200 μM sodium metavanadate or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 200 μM sodium metavanadate (*f*). Scale bar = 10 μm. **B** Actin rearrangements occurred in HeLa cells during hydroxyurea-induced arrest and following PCC induction; control (*a*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea or with 10 mM hydroxyurea (*b*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 5 mM caffeine or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 5 mM caffeine (*c*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 10 mM 2-aminopurine or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 10 mM 2-aminopurine (*d*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 200 nM staurosporine or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 200 nM staurosporine (*e*), cells incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and post-treated either with 200 μM sodium metavanadate or with the mixture of 2.5 mM hydroxyurea and 200 μM sodium metavanadate (*f*). Scale bar = 10 μm

Actin is a cytoskeletal component of the microfilament that provides the structural basis for cell morphogenesis (Bretscher [@CR8]). In the present study, fluorescent phalloidin was used to investigate the actin cytoskeleton of human HeLa cells, which revealed that the actin network underwent several rearrangements occurring during replication stress and drug-induced delay (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B). As shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B\[a\], in control HeLa cells, the actin network appeared as thin fibers that crossed the cytoplasm. Upon HU treatment the actin patterns had disappeared in the central part of the cell, and instead, long fibers clearly outlined the cell borders (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B\[b\]). The induction of actin stress fibers identified mainly at the peripheral rims of labeled HeLa cells, with no F-actin staining in the central region of the cell, appeared to be due to CF action (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B\[c\]). Amiri et al. ([@CR3]) also showed that, in response to the Hsp90 inhibitor geldanamycin, HeLa cells generated cytoplasmic actin stress fibers that span the cells' length. Cells treated with 2-AP formed many protrusions (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B\[d\]). Minimal actin reorganization was revealed following treatment with ST (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B\[e\]). Actin filaments in Van-treated cells appeared as fibers that crossed the entire cytoplasm. Moreover, lamellipodia-like structures were observed around the cell following application of Van (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}B\[f\]; comp. Schepis et al. [@CR60]).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

Interest in factors releasing cells from S-M dependence is connected with the search of effective chemotherapeutic agents or stimulators of suicidal death of malignant cells. Beside mutations that either eliminate particular biochemical elements of the S-phase checkpoints or block their biological activity, many chemical substances can disturb the effectiveness of the system monitoring the course of DNA replication. Their action involves an overriding or breakage of the mechanism function of genome integrity supervision and the ordinary course of DNA biosynthesis and, as a direct consequence of this, cancellation of S-M dependence and "unauthorized", premature mitosis initiation (PCC).

Staurosporine-induced morphological changes typical either of apoptosis (internucleosomal DNA fragmentation) or premature mitosis and the two staurosporine-induced phenomena are biochemically different (in their requirement for p34^*cdc2*^ kinase activation; Yoshida et al. [@CR71]).

Caffeine blocks the activity of ATR/ATM kinases in vitro (Cortez [@CR13]), and the PCC process in vivo induced by it is the result of putting into inertia the whole biochemical pathway, which is responsible for cascade transfer of the signal of replication apparatus dysfunction. The inhibition action of caffeine in relation to ATR/ATM kinases blocks their ability to phosphorylate Chk1/Chk2 kinases thereby preserving the catalytic activity of Cdc25 phosphatases, which fulfill the role of inductors of the Cdk1/cyclin B complexes and release mitotic phosphorylations (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}; Savitsky and Finkel [@CR59]). Partly inconsistent with this hypothetical model of PCC induction are the results of Cortez' studies (published in 2003) on the ATR dependent phenomena in HCT116 cells, which suggest that although caffeine fails to decrease the phosphorylation level of Chk1 and Chk2 kinases, it blocks the function of checkpoint induced by HU and ionizing radiation. Thus, it seems that at least some of the numerous effects connected with caffeine interference in the functional effectiveness of the S-phase checkpoints are connected with mechanisms independent of its inhibition influence on the ATM and ATR kinases.

The inhibitory influence of 2-aminopurine on the activity of the main mitosis promote, MPF, being incompatible with the PCC induction interaction, constituted a source of various hypotheses concerning the mechanisms of inducing suicidal cell divisions (Ghosh et al. [@CR24]; Sen and Ghosh [@CR62]). About the same time, however, publication of the first study suggesting clearly that the activation of Chk1 kinase at the S-M checkpoint, resulting from the replication block was sensitive to caffeine (Kumagai et al. [@CR37]) occurred. Successive years witnessed papers reporting the analogues of the action mechanism of caffeine and 2-AP. These showed that target factors susceptible to the action of such inhibitors were ATM and ATR kinases (Dimitrova and Gilbert [@CR15]). The results of these observations can explain, at least partly, the reduction in the p53 phosphorylation level by 2-AP in the cells subjected to the action of adriamycin, and either γ or UV radiation. However, the activity of p53 blocked under the influence of 2-AP takes place also in cells deprived of ATM, ATR or DNA-PK (Huang et al. [@CR30]).

Sodium metavanadate shows a strong inhibitory action in relation to the activity of tyrosine phosphatases and p34^cdc2^/H1 kinase (phosphorylation of Tyr15); it also brings about the dephosphorylation of H1 and H3 and decondensation of chromosomes (citation of Ajiro et al. [@CR1]). In malignant epithelial lung cells (of A549 line), Van induces increases in the level of reactive oxygen forms and the inhibition of the G2/M passage by influencing components of the antioxidative system. These processes are accompanied by the intensive expression of p21 and Chk1 kinase, a slight increase in B1 cyclin level, degradation of Cdc25C phosphatase, and activation of MAPK and p38 kinases (Zhang et al. [@CR72]; Zhang et al. [@CR73]). As the general character of PCC-type changes induced in HeLa cells treated with sodium metavanadate resembles the modifications brought about by the action of CDK inhibitors, it seems probable that the chemical base of these analogues is a common factor functioning at the molecular level (stimulation of tyrosine kinases, blockage of ATPase and consequently the effect on cyclin B/Cdc2 complex or on the system of ubiquitin-dependent destruction of cyclin B; Ajiro et al. [@CR1]). Taking into account the above facts, the possibility arises that no matter whether HeLa cells are subjected to the action of either protein kinase inhibitors or sodium metavanadate, the final effect of these interactions is the same. According to this hypothesis, one can assume that the ability of cells to initiate PCC arises not only as the consequence of direct inhibition of CDK activity, but also as a secondary effect connected with the reduction in the activity of protein Cdc25 phosphatase, i.e., an enzyme indispensable for the proper formation of the catalytic region in the cyclin B/CDK complex. Explaining the action mechanism of sodium metavanadate as a PCC inductor is not easy. The investigations performed by Ghosh et al. ([@CR24]) show that the percentage of HeLa cells (unsubjected to the replication stress) prematurely initiating mitosis under the influence of okadaic acid (inhibitor of phosphatase 1 and 2A; PP-1, PP-2A), decrease steadily after 3-h action of Van, but clearly increase after the incubation prolonged by successive 2-h periods. The simulation of PCC with a mixture of okadaic acid and sodium metavanadate is accompanied by the total disappearance of cyclin B. These results seem to indicate the possibility of PCC induction independent of the MPF activation process. It seems that the factors causing premature mitosis initiation may be, in this case, members of the Nek (NIMA-related kinase) family of serine/threonine protein kinases (Noguchi et al. [@CR48]), being the homologues of NIMA kinase (*Never*-*In*-*Mitosis, gene A*) in *Aspergillus nidulans*. Production of the stable form of this protein in HeLa cells can induce PCC without the contribution of Cdk1/cyclin B complexes (O'Connell et al. [@CR49]). It seems that an alternative pathway of mitosis activation related to MPF is now the only possible explanation the PCC induction under the influence of Van in HeLa cells subjected to replication stress.

Chemically induced premature mitosis is a phenomenon seen in many species (from plants to mammals; Gotoh and Durante [@CR25]; Nghiem et al. [@CR46]; Rybaczek et al. [@CR58]). In our studies, we also observed the induction of premature mitosis in HeLa cells treated with ST, CF, 2-AP and Van. Neither the three protein kinase inhibitors: caffeine, 2-aminopurine and staurosporine nor sodium metavanadate, a potent protein phosphatase inhibitor, abrogate the S-M dependency to a large extent (no more than 10% in the case of the most effective, staurosporine). Steinmann et al. ([@CR64]) found that the HeLa cells arrested in the S-phase for 3--5 h with 2.5 mM HU and then treated with CF, 6-DMAP, or 2-AP for 8 h in the presence of nocodazole (or treated with okadaic acid for 6 h) displayed little or no response to any of the compounds (% of premature mitosis \<1). They reported that DNA damage observed in HeLa cells often resulted in a delay in the G2 → M progression, and that suppression of DNA damage-induced G2 delay due to CF, 2-AP, and 6-DMAP action also was a form of premature mitosis. In the present work, apart from the above-mentioned suppression of G2 delay, the induction of PCC from S- and G2-phase was investigated (through the joint treatment involving two kinds of inhibitor: hydroxyurea, which slows down S-phase progression, combined with the others, which affect the activity of protein kinases or protein phosphatases). We affirm that the frequency of premature cell divisions was then higher than in the case of solutions without HU. Thus, the tests performed clearly indicate the synergic effect of hydroxyurea upon the PCC inductors used. Although each of these compounds is characterized by different biological activity and interaction with various target protein molecules (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), the end result of their combined action during PCC induction shows a cumulative effect. Despite the fact that the interpretation of cumulative effects is not easy in the light of current information about biochemical pathways connected with PCC induction, it seems possible that one cannot exclude the separate, but facilitating action of each of the two inhibitors used in the mixture: hydroxyurea would play then the role of a classical suppressor of replication activity, while the PCC inductor would interfere to inhibit stimulation of biochemical pathways leading to initiation of PCC despite its failure to realize the replication process. The results of the tests permitted a penetrating analysis of the available scientific literature allowing us to state that the effectiveness of PCC induction depends not only on the biological material subjected to tests (e.g., cell line), but also on the type of PCC inductor, its concentration and, to a great extent, on the experimental methodology used.

Premature entry into mitosis often is associated with the formation of micronuclei, multi- or unipolar mitotic spindles, lagging chromosomes and subsequently apoptosis. The staining of tubulin subunits in HT-29 cells (colorectal adenocarcinoma) undergoing mitotic catastrophe showed an increase in the number of cells with atypically distributed tubulin subunits (Riesterer et al. [@CR54] and references therein).

Our immunofluorescence observations show that the action of the PCC inductors used in this study results in a clear decrease in the content of active form of Chk1 kinase in comparison with the material subjected to the action of 2.5 mM HU. The immunofluorescence analysis of cell nuclei following the use of antibodies recognizing the phosphorylation of Chk1 kinase on Ser317 shows that this reduction constitutes not only the effect of lower number of intranuclear focuses concentrating the modified molecules of this kinase, but above all, also that of the relative number of cells, in which its activation process took place. The presence of sodium metavanadate decreases the phosphorylation of this kinase to a lesser extent, but in spite of this one cannot assume that sodium metavanadate shows the properties of a phosphorylation inductor of Chk1 kinase (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}; comp. Zhang et al. [@CR72], [@CR73]). Such an effect can result from the intensified expression (and activation) of Chk1 kinase, the excitation of catalytic functions superior when compared to sensory kinases or from the increased number of double-stranded breaks in DNA molecules induced by the genotoxic influence of sodium metavanadate (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, b; Ivancsits et al. [@CR33]). We presume (according to Huang et al. [@CR31]) that H2AX phosphorylation is not an ever-present feature of mitotic cells. However, in our opinion, during chemically induced premature mitosis HeLa cells acquire double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) and Chk1 phosphorylation at Ser317 is an essential part of the response to DNA damage produced during the S-phase. Ewald et al. ([@CR18]) have shown that H2AX histone is phosphorylated on Ser139 in response to the inhibition of DNA replication by gemcitabine (a concentration- and time-dependent phosphorylation), and consequently caused by the activation of the S-phase checkpoint pathway (Chk1/Cdc25A/cyclin-dependent kinase 2). Moreover, testing of the cells with Ml-1 and OCI-AML3 (human adult myelogenous leukemia cell lines) against the Chk1 inhibitor 7-hydroxystaurosporine (UCN-01), after previous pretreatment with gemcitabine, caused a tenfold increase in the phosphorylation of Ser139 histone H2AX and even the appearance of a strong staining of the pan-nuclear type (comp. Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}; image after incubation in 10 mM HU). S23906, a novel acronycine derivative, induces mitotic catastrophe in the human cell lines HT-29 and HeLa, which is accompanied by both the induction of Ser139 histone H2AX phosphorylation and the phosphorylation-activating Chk1 kinase (Cahuzac et al. [@CR10]).

The beginning of mitosis is correlated with the change in location of Cdc25C phosphatase, a major MPF activator. Despite some controversy, it is generally accepted that as with Cdk1/cyclin B1 complex, whilst Cdc25C phosphatase is present on the site of cytoplasm during interphase, during prophase it displaces to the cell nucleus (Kumagai and Dunphy [@CR36]). The basic mitotic processes proceeding in the cell nucleus such as the breakdown of nuclear envelope are connected with the phosphorylations of specified substrates (e.g., nuclear lamins) catalyzed by Cdk1/cyclin B1 complexes. Their migration from the cytoplasm area, preceding the induction of many phenomena taking place within the area of nucleoplasm seems then to be an equally obvious and necessary event. The sequence of events, commencing with the translocation of Cdk1/cyclin B1 complexes resulting in the first symptoms of mitosis can be observed in numerous experiments. The breakdown of nuclear envelope in frog oocytes is inhibited when cyclins cannot migrate to the nucleus due to mutation within the CRS sequence (Walsh et al. [@CR67]). Genetic modifications leading to the accumulation of considerable quantities of dephosphorylated active Cdk1 molecules, whose location is restricted to the area of cytoplasm, do not cause any symptoms typical of the premature condensation of chromosomes and do not initiate the breakdown of nuclear envelope. The expression of mutated Cdk1AF molecules, incapable of phosphorylation within the inhibition regions, leads to a considerable increase in the cytoplasmic activity of Cdk1 in mammalian cells. The characteristic phenomenon of premature mitosis is, however, not observed, which might explain the relatively small population of HeLa cells inducing PCC.

From these data we conclude that (1) caffeine, 2-aminopurine, staurosporine and sodium metavanadate abrogate the hydroxyurea-induced S-phase arrest in HeLa cells and induce premature chromosome condensation, suggesting the following sequence of effectiveness (from most to least effective): staurosporine \> sodium metavanadate \> caffeine \> 2-aminopurine; (2) induction of DSB-like DNA damage associated with either inhibition of DNA replication by hydroxyurea or overriding of the S-phase checkpoints occurs leading to induction of PCC; (3) the actin and tubulin network undergoes several rearrangements either following replication stress or via drug-induced delay but in a manner that does not permit successive subperiods of the chemically induced premature mitosis. This being so, including elucidation of the chemical mechanisms involved in the induction of PCC, better understanding of the purpose and function of the Chk1, H2AX, or other proteins in the S-phase checkpoint response will be essential if practical applications of such scientific studies are to follow.
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